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O R D E R 

 This appeal is directed against the order dtd.27.02.2016 passed 

by the learned Joint Commissioner of Sales Tax (Appeal), Sundargarh Range, 

Rourkela (hereinafter referred to as, the learned JCST) in First Appeal Case 

No. AA V ET of 2010-11, wherein and whereby, he has annulled the order 

passed by the learned Sales Tax Officer, Assessment Unit, Rajgangpur 

(hereinafter referred to as, the learned STO) in an assessment u/s.9 of the 

Orissa Entry Tax Act, 1999 (hereinafter referred to as, the OET Act) in 

respect of the respondent-dealer for the assessment period from 01.04.2005 

to 30.06.2008 raising a tax demand and penalty of Rs.49,158.00. 

2. The respondent-dealer is a manufacturer and seller of cement. 

Basing upon an Audit Visit Report (in short, the AVR), the learned STO 

initiated a proceeding u/s.9 of the OET Act against the respondent-dealer 

for its assessment for the period from 01.04.2005 to 30.06.2008 and issued 
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a notice to appear and to produce the books of account and in response to 

the notice, the authorized representative of the respondent-dealer appeared 

and produced the books of account which were duly been examined. During 

assessment, on examination of the books of account, the learned STO found 

out that, the respondent-dealer has purchased raw materials amounting to 

Rs.1,09,92,021.00 and Rs.12,17,870.00 from registered dealers and 

unregistered dealers inside the State of Odisha respectively and has 

disclosed its total sale at Rs.1,65,54,261.00 in the assessment period in 

question. Similarly, he also found out that, during that period, the 

respondent-dealer has purchased one car worth Rs.7,58,521.00 and has not 

paid any entry tax thereon. Thus, on consideration of all the transactions, 

he determined the GTO and TTO at Rs.2,84,26,490.00 and 

Rs.1,74,34,461.00 and  levied tax at the appropriate rates of 1% and 2% on 

different transactions, which came to be Rs.1,81,929.00. As the respondent-

dealer had already paid tax to the tune of Rs.1,47,977.00 earlier, the learned 

STO raised the balance tax demand of Rs.16,386.00 and also imposed a 

penalty of Rs.32,772.00, equal to twice of the balance tax demand u/s.9C(5) 

of the OET Act and as such both the balance tax demand and penalty came 

to be Rs.49,158.00 in total, to be paid by the respondent-dealer. 

3. After the assessment, being aggrieved with the order of the 

learned STO, the respondent-dealer preferred an appeal before the learned 

JCST bearing First Appeal Case No. AA V ET of 2010-11 raising a number of 

technical grounds including the ground that, the order of assessment has 

been passed by the same person who has also conducted the audit earlier 

and has submitted the audit report. On hearing and on consideration of the 

materials available on record, the learned JCST found certain merit in the 

contentions of the respondent-dealer and accordingly allowed the first 

appeal by annulling the order passed by the learned STO. Thus, being 

aggrieved with the order of the learned JCST, the appellant-Revenue has 

preferred this second appeal. 

4. No cross objection has been filed by the respondent-dealer. 
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5. Heard both the sides. Referring to the grounds of appeal, the 

learned Standing Counsel appearing for the appellant-Revenue submitted 

that, the learned JCST has committed a serious illegality in annulling the 

order of assessment instead of setting aside and remanding the same to the 

learned STO for fresh assessment by improper application of the ratio of the 

case of Jindal Stainless Steel vrs. State of Orissa (2012) 54 VST 1. He 

further submitted that, the appellant-Revenue is not disputing the factual 

aspect of the case and in a case of this nature, the proper course open for 

the first appellate authority was to set aside the order of assessment and not 

to annul the order in view of the principle decided in the case of Tin Box 

Company v. C.I.T. AIR 2001 SC 1391 = (2001) 249 ITR 216 (SC) and 

Deepak Agro Foods v. State of Rajasthan (2008) 16 VST 454 (SC). In 

support of his contention, he further relied upon in the cases of National 

Trading Co. v. Asst. Commissioner of Sales Tax (2001) 122 STC 212 

(Ori.); Poddar Machinery House v. OSTT (2000) 120 STC 585 (Ori.); ABB 

India Ltd. v. State of Odisha (2015) 77 VST 124 (Ori.) and submitted that 

in all these cases, finding certain irregularities in the order of assessment, 

the Hon’ble High Court of Orissa has set aside the order and has remanded 

the matter for fresh assessment. On the other hand, the learned Counsel 

appearing for the respondent-dealer supported the order of the learned JCST 

and submitted that, as the order of assessment has been passed by the 

same person who has also submitted the AVR and as the order suffers from 

other serious illegalities, there was no option for the learned JCST rather to 

annulled the same and hence the order passed by the learned JCST being 

proper and justified in the facts and circumstances of the present case, the 

same needs no interference of this Hon’ble forum. 

6. Perused the orders of both the learned forums below and the 

other materials on record. From the materials on record, it is seen that, the 

order of assessment has been passed by the same person who has 

submitted the AVR earlier and mainly considering this fact, the learned 

JCST found out that, the principle of natural justice has been violated and 

accordingly annulled the order of assessment. It is true that, a serious 
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irregularity in passing the order of assessment has been committed as 

because the principle is very much well settled that, no person should be a 

judge in his own case. But, for the wrong committed by the Revenue 

authorities, the respondent-dealer can never be discharged from its entire 

tax liability. Considering similar questions, the Hon’ble High Court of Orissa 

in the cases of National Trading Co. v. Asst. Commissioner of Sales Tax 

(2001) 122 STC 212 (Ori.); Poddar Machinery House v. OSTT (2000) 120 

STC 585 (Ori.); ABB India Ltd. v. State of Odisha (2015) 77 VST 124 

(Ori.) has set aside the order of assessment and has remanded the matter 

for fresh assessment.  

7. In the case of Deepak Agro Foods (supra), the Hon’ble Apex 

Court has held that technicalities and irregularities should not come on the 

way in case of assessment and the order passed in a wrongful manner by an 

authority having jurisdiction is not a nullity, but an irregularity or illegality 

and the same can be cured by passing a fresh order. Similarly, in the case of 

STO vrs. Shree Durga Oil Mills (1998) 108 STC 274, it has been held by 

the Hon’ble Apex court that public interest must overwrite in case of any 

consideration of private loss. 

8. On consideration of the entire facts and circumstances and on 

consideration of the above case laws, this forum is of the firm opinion that, 

the order of annulment of the assessment proceeding as passed by the 

learned JCST is improper and unjustified and hence, the same is hereby set 

aside. However, the reason assigned by the learned JCST in annulling the 

order of the learned STO is held to be valid and as such the order of 

assessment passed by the learned STO being illegal is also hereby set aside 

and the matter is remanded for fresh assessment to be proceeded with by a 

competent authority.  

9. With the aforesaid direction, the appeal is allowed.  

Dictated & corrected by me,                             

           Sd/-           Sd/- 
      (A.K. Panda)                          (A.K. Panda) 

1st Judicial Member      1st Judicial Member 


